CAMS Enterprise Update Release 14.4.1

Revision Date: 12/19/2013

This document describes the items that are being deployed in the 14.4.1 CAMS Enterprise Update Release. Enhancements, modifications, and system corrections are included and are categorized primarily by module. Those items needing CAMS Manager attention have been noted as such. For additional, detailed information and instructions on the functionality additions and changes, refer to the online help files located directly in the CAMS Enterprise application and/or the updated PDF manuals which can be downloaded from the CAMS Community Website. Note that portal updates are not automatically installed on your site and must be applied by your institution.

Admissions

1. CAMS has been enhanced by adding new functionality, Student Risk, enabling institutions to track Student risks or needs that the institution wishes to be aware of based on indicators defined by the institution. This functionality also includes a “Student 360” tab that gives the user a read-only snapshot of key areas of a student’s record.

***CAMS Manager Action Required
CAMS Managers will need to assign menu access to users that require it for Admissions >Students >Student Risk.

In order to utilize the new functionality in Admissions, setup will need to be completed in the new Student Risk Indicator Setup window located at CAMS Manager >Lookup Table Options >Risk Indicator Setup.

Billing

1. A new General Ledger Type, SunPlus, has been added. Clients utilizing this GL program can Post to General Ledger or Accounts Payable to create a Workcams.txt files compatible with and for import to SunPlus.

***CAMS Manager Action Required
CAMS Managers will need to set the GL Output Type field to SunPlus in CAMS Manager >Configuration >Billing tab.

2. Billing has been enhanced by the addition of Canadian tax forms, T4A and T2202A. These forms can be printed and/or exported to the Student Portal where students may view and print the forms.

***CAMS Manager Action Required
CAMS Managers will need to provide menu access to users that need it. The new windows are located at Billing >Reports Menu T2202A Form (and T4A Form).

3. Update 14.4.0 introduced an issue where when running Billing Statements with both “Show Pending Awards” and “Housing Charges” set to “Yes”, the pending Awards and Housing Charges did not display. If either pending criteria was set to “Yes” with the other pending criteria set to “No” the report correctly displayed the pending transactions that were set as “Yes”.
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Tools

1. The ACT Assessment 2011-2012 Test Scores Import has been updated to accommodate changes in the layout of ACT import files.